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Recognition Deep Co-occurrence Feature Learning for Visual Object Recognition

¾ No pre-defined parts 

¾ Part annotation free

¾ Easily applicable as a building block in CNN

Properties

- Differentiable

- Nonlinear across neurons

- Rotation- and translation-invariant

- Coarse-to-fine information

- No extra parameters introduced

Fine-grained recognition
Highly relies on discriminative parts  to capture subtle inter-class 
variations

Part-based methods
- Appearance of parts + Spatial relationship between parts
- Robust to deformations and occlusions
- More discriminative in the case of subtle inter-class variations

Limitations of previous work of  integrating part-

based representation into CNN

- Pre-defined parts and part number
- High annotation cost
- Complicated models

Co-occurrence layer
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Visualization
The detected most influential pair of parts in each class:
- interpretable, meaningful, and consistent in a class
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Baseline VGG: 70.4%
Baseline ResNet-152: 73.3%
Co-occurrence Feature: 1024d

the kth to the last convolutional layer last k convolutional layers

Complementary between 
layers

Apply the co-occurrence layer 
to the last 3 convolutional 
layers with 128 1x1 filters

Experiments
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Get codes!

Quantitative results


